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Abstract Semidefinite Programming is currently a very exciting and active area of 
research. Semidefinite relaxations generally provide very tight bounds 
for many classes of numerically hard problems. In addition, these re
laxations can be solved efficiently by interior-point methods. 

In this paper we study these semidefinite relaxations using the equiv
alent Lagrangian relaxations. In particular, the theme of the paper is to 
show that the Lagrangian relaxation is, in some respects, best. In all in
stances we consider, we show that whenever we have a tractable bound 
(relaxation), then the same bound can be obtained from a Lagrangian 
relaxation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Semidefinite Programming (denoted SDP and sometimes called lin

ear matrix inequalities, LMis) is a generalization of linear programming 
(denoted LP), where the nonnegativity constraints on vector variables 
are replaced by positive semidefinite constraints on symmetric matrix 
variables. These problems have an old history dating back more than 
100 years to Lyapunov's theory for stability of differential equations, e.g. 
[82, 71]. They were studied and applied in engineering applications a.s 
early as the 1960s, e.g. [114, 116, 115] and continued into the 1980's 
(see e.g. the historical outline in [20] and the work on matrix completion 
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problems in [27, 37, 60]). In addition, SDP is a special case of opti
mization over cone constraints (generalized linear programming), which 
dates back more than 30 years to e.g. Bellman and Fan [11], and was an 
ongoing active area of research, e.g. [12, 41, 23, 24, 55, 122, 79, 19]. 

The last ten years have seen an enormous interest in the SDP area, 
due to many new and important applications in, e.g. combinatorial opti
mization, engineering (systems and control), statistics, etc. This interest 
increased greatly due to the fact that SDP problems can be solved effi
ciently (are tractable) by the new interior-point methods, e.g. [77]. One 
of the interesting side effects of the activity is that it has brought various 
different areas of research into contact. For example, the people working 
on numerical issues for large scale problems are now using sophisticated 
techniques in convex analysis, and using adjoint operators rather than 
matrix representations is becoming common. We are all benefiting from 
the elegance and applicability of this area. 

Combinatorial and discrete optimization problems often involve bi
nary (0,1 or ±1) decision variables. These can be modelled using qua
dratic constraints x 2 - x = 0, or x 2 = 1, respectively. Thus many hard 
combinatorial problems can be modelled using quadratically constrained 
quadratic programs, denoted Q2p. However, these latter problems can 
be just as hard (intractable) to solve. Therefore, relaxations are used to 
find approximate bounds and solutions. One can use linear approxima
tions and obtain models that can be solved efficiently (tractable models). 
Moreover, using the positive semidefinite matrix construction X = xxT , 

we can lift the problem into matrix space and obtain a Semidefinite 
Programming Relaxation by ignoring the rank one restriction on X, see 
e.g. [65, 38, 66, 102, 8, 7, 78]. This lifting process provides surprisingly 
stronger bounds, both empirically and theoreticaIly, than have previ
ously been found, e.g. [35, 47, 3]. Thus SDP provides a me ans of finding 
an approximate solution to quadratic models for hard problems. 

In this paper we study SDP relaxations as weIl as exploring the rela
tionship between the SDP and Lagrangian relaxations of various dasses 
of Q2ps. (This continues on the work in e.g. [103, 91].) We then con
sider the strength of these relaxations, in the sense of strong duality. 
We see that in the simplest case of one constraint (the so-called trust re
gion subproblem, TRS), strong duality holds. However, even two convex 
constraints (the CDT problem) can result in a duality gap. Therefore, 
it is surprising that there is a dass of matrix problems with orthogonal 
constraints for which there is a zero duality gap. This motivates adding 
certain nonlinear redundant constraints in order to derive a strengthened 
SDP relaxation for the max-cut problem. 
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Throughout this paper we emphasize the theme (or conjecture) that 
Lagrangian relaxation is somehow best. Though this quest ion is very 
vague, so perhaps an ans wer may not be available, it does give the 
flavour of the approach used in the paper. 

The paper is organized as follows. We begin in Section 2.1 with a 
weIl known problem in this area, the Max-Cut problem. We present 
several different relaxations. Following our theme, all these bounds, 
including the SDP bound, end up being equivalent to the Lagrangian 
relaxation. We then discuss the TRS and the CDT problem and the 
difference in strong duality for them. This is followed by finding the SDP 
relaxation for general Q2p in Section 2.2. It includes descriptions of the 
relationships between the SDP relaxation and the Lagrangian relaxation 
via convex quadratie valid inequalities, following [33, 52]. Occurrences of 
strong duality for nonconvex quadratie programs are studied in Section 
2.3. In every instance where one has a tractable bound, we find a Q2p 
such that the bound is attained by the Lagrangian relaxation. This 
follows the work in [6, 5]. 

We conclude with a strengthened SDP bound based on a second lifting 
procedure. This illustrates a recipe for constructing semidefinite relax
ations using the Lagrangian dual of the Lagrangian dual of the original 
Q2p. In addition, we see the advantages of this approach as redundant 
constraints added at the start provide strengthened bounds, but do not 
result in redundancy in the final SDP relaxation. 

1.1. LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS FOR Q2P 
The Q2p mx lS 

11* .
t'"' .- min 

s.t. 

qo(x) := xTQox + 2g'{; x + ao 

qk(X) := XTQkX + 29r x + ak 0, 
k EI := {1, ... ,m}, 

where Qk E sn, the space of symmetrie matriees. The Lagrangian of 
Q2p x is 

L(x, A) := qo(x) + L Akqk(X), 
kEI 

where A = (Ak) 0 are nonnegative Lagrange multipliers. 
Lagrange multipliers can be used in two ways. First, if a constraint 

qualification holds for Q2p x at the optimum x (e.g. the Mangasarian
Fromovitz constraint qualification), then the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker nec
essary conditions for optimality are satisfied, i.e. 
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for so me 0 :::; A E Rm. Therefore the search for the optimum x can 
be restricted to the points satisfying stationarity of the Lagrangian and 
complementary slackness. Moreover, if the Lagrangian is also convex, 
then these (and primal feasibility) are sufficient conditions for optimality. 

Lagrange multipliers can also be used to derive the Lagrangian dual 
(or relaxation) of Q2p x 

11* 2': 1/* := max minqo(x) + '"' Akqk(x), 
,\>0 x 

- kE'I 

Le. each inner unconstrained minimization problem provides a lower 
bound for Q2p xi and we then choose the best of these lower bounds. 
A zero duality gap holds if 11* = 1/*, but this condition can fail in the 
nonconvex case. Strong duality holds if 11* = 1/* and also 1/* is attained. 

Remark 1.1 Unfortunately, the term strong duality is ambiguous in 
the literature as it is sometimes used to define a zero duality gap with 
both primal and dual attainment. 

Remark 1.2 Let q := (qk). Then the sum in the Lagrangian ean be 
rewritten as (A, q(x)) = AT q(x). This appears to be too trivial to mention. 
However, it does emphasize how Lagrange multipliers arise when one 
is dealing with matrix valued eonstraints. In partieular, if one has a 
eonstraint Q(x) = 0, where the image of Q is a symmetrie matrix, then 
the Lagrange multiplier will be a symmetrie matrix, say A = AT, and 
the term in the Lagrangian will be the inner produet (Q(x), A). With a 
nonnegativity eonstraint, there will be a sign restrietion on the Lagrange 
multiplier. 

1.2. SEMIDEFINITE PROGRAMMING 
PRELIMIN ARIES 

SDP is an extension of LP in that matrix variables replace vector 
variables and nonnegativity elementwise is replaced by positive semidef
initeness. In addition, it is a special case of the cone programming 
problem 

min f(x) 
s.t. g(x) 'cK 0, 

(1) 

where K is a convex co ne (K +K c K, aK c K, Va 2': 0) and g(x) 'cK 
Odenotes the cone partial order g(x) E K. If K = R+, then we get the 
usual elementwise ordering g( x) 2': o. This notation allows comparisons 
with many results that hold for the elementwise ordering, e.g. Jensen's 
inequality for the definition of convexity. In the case that K = P, the 
cone of positive semidefinite matrices, then we have the Löwner partial 
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order, e.g. [69]. In fact, this is a very general mathematical program 
and includes standard inequality, equality, and semidefinite constraints, 
when K = @ {O} @ P, where {O} is the set containing the 0 vector. 
We now look at some of the relations between LP and SDP. 

Geometry. Much of the elegant geometry of polyhedral sets de
veloped for LP can be extended to SDP. This was studied as early as 
1948 by Bohnenblust [15] and later by Tausky [108] and also by Barker 
and Carlson [10]. More recently, motivated by the high interest in SDP, 
many new results on differentiability and multiplicity of eigenvalues have 
appeared, see e.g. Lewis [63, 64] and Pataki [83, 84], respectively. In 
addition, results on characterizing different types of homogeneous and 
self-scaled cones appear in [42, 111,44]. 

Let p n (or P when the meaning is clear) denote the cone of positive 
semidefinite matrices in sn, the space of n X n symmetric matrices. The 
following remarks have analogues in LP. The SDP cone is self-polar, i.e. 

P = p+ := {Y : X • Y 0, 'iX E P}, 

where X • Y = Trace XY is the trace inner product. Also, P is ho
mogeneous, i.e., for any X, Y E int(P), there exists an invertible linear 
operator A from sn to sn that leaves P invariant and that has the 
property A(X) = Y. 

A face of a cone K is defined as 

F = {x E K : y, z E K, x = ay + (1 - a)z, 0< a < 1 ::::} y, z E F}" 

Le. x E F can be an interior point of the li ne segment that joins y, z E K 
only if y, z E F. The faces of can be characterized using any vector in 
its relative interior, i.e. for y in the relative interior, we define the vector 
z by Zi = 1 if Yi = 0, and Zi = 0 if Yi > O. Thus z is in the relative 
interior of the complementary face. Then the corresponding face that 
contains y in its relative interior is 

{x E : (x, z) = O} = {x E : Yi = 0 ::::} Xi = o} . 

The faces F of P can be similarly characterized using any Y E relint F, 
l.e. 

F = {X : N(X) :J N(Y)}, 

where N(·) denotes nullspace. The faces of P are exposed, i.e. F = 
P n ep.L, where ep E P n F.L is a conjugate face. (Here the subscript 1-
denotes the orthogonal complement.) Moreover, they are projectionally 
exposed, i.e. there exists a projection matrix P such that F = pp P; 
note that p. Pis a projection on sn. In fact, we can choose P (and so 
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P . P) to be an orthogonal projection. See e.g. [87, 40, 39] for results on 
faces and [18, 9, 93, 107] for results on projectionally exposed cones. 

Duality and Optimality Conditions. Extensions of the opti
mality conditions and duality theory from LP to SDP appeared in [11]. 
However, unlike the LP case, strong duality theorems required a Slater
type constraint qualification (denoted CQ). This CQ is strict feasibility, 
i.e. there exists a feasible point in the interior of P. In [95] it is shown 
that difficulties in the duality theory can arise due to a property of the 
faces of P, namely that 

P + span (F) is never closed. (2) 

On the other hand, these difficulties can be corrected by taking advan
tage of the fact that 

P + F1. is always closed. (3) 

We amplify these statements in Remark 1.3 below. 
Now, consider the typical primal SDP 

(P) 
fL* := min C. X 

s.t. A(X) = band X t 0, 

where C E sn, bE IRm , and A : sn IRm , is a linear operator. Thus 
the components of the constraint equations are 

(A(X))i = TraceAiX = bi , i = 1,2, ... ,m, 

for so me given symmetrie matrices Ai. 
We can define the dual and prove weak duality using the not ion of a 

hidden constraint. Specifically we use the form 

min max C. X + yT(b - A(X)) 
x>--o y 

> min yTb + (C - A*(y)) • X 
y 

where A* is the adjoint operator of A, so it satisfies 

A(xf y = X. A*(y), 'iX , 'iy, 

v* , (4) 

which implies A*(y) = Li YiAi, the symmetrie matrices Ai being defined 
above. The dual program is 

(D) 
v* := max bTy 

s.t. A*(y)::s C. 
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The first equation in (4) follows from the fact that the inner maximiza
tion is finite (the hidden constraint) if and only if A(X) = b. The 
inequality follows from taking the minimization first. The last equation 
follows from the hidden constraint, because y has to be such that the 
inner minimization is finite valued. 

The duality theory gives rise to the elegant characterization of opti
mality 

A*(y) + Z - C = 0 dual feasibility 
b - A(X) = 0 primal feasibility 

(5) 
ZX = 0 complementary slackness 
Z,X >- 0 positive semidefiniteness. 

The variables X, (y, Z) are called a primal-dual optimal pair, Z being 
the (dual) slack variable. If only complementary slackness fails, then the 
variables are called a primal-dual feasible pair. Note that complementary 
slackness can be written in the equivalent form Trace ZX = 0, which 
follows from an orthogonal diagonalization of Z and X. This is also 
equivalent to having a zero duality gap between primal and dual values 
for a feasible pair since 

Trace ZX = Trace (C - A*(y))X = Trace CX - yTb. 

Remark 1.3 We mentioned above that the optimality conditions require 
a CQ, i.e. strict feasibility, and that condition (2) can cause difficulties. 
Consider the SDP P and its dual D. Dual feasibility can be written in 
the form 

A*(y) + Z = C, Z t: o. 
If we choose the linear operator A* so that its range satisfies R(A*) = 
span(F) , for some face F of P, then we can choose any C in the 
set R(A*) + P, but not its closure, because choices in the closure can 
force failure 'bf dual feasibility and a duality gap. For example, let 

A := and so A*(y) = yA. Then C = is admissi-

ble if and only if  is positive. Therefore we address C = and 

b = O. In this case, the primal problem constraint A(X) = b implies 
X22 = 0, and then the other constraint X t: 0 implies X 12 = X 21 = O. 
Thus f-L* = C. X = 0 is optimal in P. We have noted, however, that the 
dual is infeasible for the given choice of C. 

The condition (3) can correct this problem by allowing a larger set of 
dual variables. Modified optimality conditions without any CQ can be ob
tained. This was done in [17} and also in [97, 95j. In our primal problem 
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P, we let F be the minimal face, i. e. the smallest face containing the fea
sible set. Then the strengthened dual is Ji* = maxbT y S.t. A*y C. 

For our example, the minimal face is F = span ( ), which implies 

that C - (-I)A is in F+. H ence the new dual optimal value is 0, and 
we have a zero duality gap. 

If we perturb the complementary slackness conditions, 

ZX = JiI, Ji > 0, 

where Ji is a parameter, then (5) becomes the (modified) optimality con
ditions of a log-barrier problem. These are the equations that are used 
in interior-point methods. However, unlike linear programming, we have 
an interesting subtle complication that is also discussed in [113]. One 
cannot apply Newton's method directly since ZX is not necessarily sym
metric, and so we end up with an overdetermined system of equations. 
There are various ways of modifying this system in order to get good 
search directions, see e.g. [110, 72, 57]. Many of these directions work 
very weIl in practice, which is dear from empirical evidence and the 
derivation of several public domain codes, e.g. [47, 1, 105, 106, 16]. The 
SDP problems are tractable because they are convex programs and fall 
into the dass of problems that can be approximately solved to a desired 
accuracy in polynomial time. This follows from the seminal work of 
Nesterov and Nemirovski [76, 77]. The algorithms that currently work 
weIl are the primal-dual interior-point algorithms. This area of research 
is ongoing, however, and there are many dasses of problems with spe
cial structure where dual algorithms based on a bundle trust approach 
perform better; this is especially true if it is too expensive to evaluate 
the primal matrix X explicitly, see e.g. [13, 46, 61]. 

First and se co nd order optimality conditions for SDP are given in 
[100, 101] and in the survey artide [113], for example. Nondegeneracy 
and strict complementarity are discussed in [2, 85]. Both nondegeneracy 
and strict complementarity can fail, though they are generic conditions. 
In addition the theorem of Goldman and Tucker [36], about the exis
tence of an optimal primal-dual pair that satisfies strict complementary 
slackness, does not apply to SDP. Note that strict complementarity for 
SDP is the condition Z + X >- O. 

2. RELAXATIONS OF Q2P 
We now look at a particular instance of Q2p, namely the quadratic 

model for the Max-Cut problem. We start with several different tractable 
relaxations for this problem that have appeared in the literat ure. We 
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show that, surprisingly, they are all equal to the Lagrangian (and SDP) 
relaxation. 

We then consider trust region type problems and discuss when strong 
duality holds. We include problems where orthogonal constraints arise, 
e.g. orthogonal relaxations of the quadratic assignment and graph par
titioning problems. Thus this part of the chapter emphasizes the theme 
about the strength of Lagrangian relaxation. 

2.1. RELAXATIONS FOR THE MAX-CUT 
PROBLEM 

One of the problems for whieh the SDP relaxation has been par
ticularly successful, both empirically and theoretically, is the Max-Cut 
Problem, e.g. [45, 35, 34]. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph with 
vertex set V = {vi}f=l and weights Wij on the edges (Vi, Vj) E E. We seek 
the index set I C {I, 2, ... n}, that maximizes the sum of the weights 
of the edges with one end point with index in I and the other in the 
complement. This is equivalent to 

(MC) max 2:i<j Wij(1- XiXj), xE F, 

where F := {±l}n, and Xi = 1 if i E T, and Xi = -1 otherwise. The 
objective function is a (homogeneous) quadratic form, xT Qx. 

Several Different Relaxations. 
general problem 

We rewrite MC as the more 

(MCQ) where qo(x):=xT Qx-2cT x. (6) 

The MCQ (and MC) problem is intractable, but there are many differ
ent ways to relax the problem and find approximate solutions and/or 
bounds. The simplest way is to relax the constraints to the interval 
conditions x E [-1, l]n. This bound constrained quadratic problem is 
NP-hard if Q is not negative semidefinite [81]; while, if Q is negative 
semidefinite and c = 0, then the solution is the trivial 0 solution. 

Other relaxations are also geometrie in nature and involve perturba
tions of the objective function. für example, one method relaxes the 
constraints to the unit ball of radius fo, while another relaxes the con
straints to their convex hull, i.e. to the unit eube. 

The relaxations yield bounds which are derived by making ehanges to 
the objective function qo that are zero when x; = 1, i.e. on the feasible 
set F. In particular, for every u E ?Rn we have 

qu(x) .- xT(Q + Diag (u))x - 2cT X - uT e 
= qo(x), Vx E F, (7) 
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w here e is the vector of ones (of the appropriate dimension), and Diag ( u) 
denotes the diagonal matrix formed from the vector u. For each u we get 
an upper bound by ignoring the constraints and by allowing the diagonal 
perturbations, Le. we have 

p,* ::; 10( u) := max qu(x). 
x 

(8) 

We then find the bound 

p,* ::; Bo := min10(u). (9) 
u 

Let 
S:= {u:uTe=O, Q+Diag(u) ::50}. 

Note that, if the set S is not empty, then we can minimize over the 
unconstrained parameter u, or we can add the restriction uT e = 0, i.e. 

Bo = min 10(u), if S -::J 0. 
uTe=O 

This can be seen from the equivalence of the optimality conditions for 
min-max problems, e.g. [26, Pg 188,Theorem 2.1J, or from aperturbation 
analysis of min-max problems, e.g .. [29J. For example, if the solution of 
the inner maximization problem is attained at a unique x, then 10 is 
differentiable and \l10(u) = x 0 x - e, where x 0 x is the Hadamard 
(elementwise) product. In general, the function 10(u) is directionally 
differentiable at each point u (with uT e = 0 in the restricted case) , in 
any direction h. Assuming Ilhll = 1, the directional derivative has the 
value 

ß10(u;h) = max max (xox-e,h), 
xEX(u) \ U xEX(u) 

where X (u) denotes the set of values of x that solve the inner problem 
(8) for given u. One can now compare stationarity for 10 in the uncon
strained case with the use of a Lagrange multiplier for the constraint 
uT e = o. This involves the subgradient of the convex function 10 and 
its domain, Le. the set where 10 is finite valued. Details can be found 
in [92J. The comment about the possible use of uT e = 0 is also true for 
the bounds that follow. 

But the function 10 can take on the value +00. We can avoid these 
infinite values by restricting the parameter u, using a hidden semidefi
nite constraint. Specifically, this constraint depends on the remark that 
a quadratic function is bounded above if and only if its Hessian is neg
ative semidefinite and its stationarity equation is consistent. Thus we 
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obtain the following bound, which is tractable since we minimize a con
vex function over a convex set: 

J.L* ::; Bo = min fo(u). 
Q+Diag(u}:SO 

(10) 

Next we relax the conditions on x to the sphere of radius .;n, which 
provides 

(11) 

Hence our next bound is 

(12) 

The inner maximization problem is called a trust region subproblem and 
is tractable, as shown in Section 2.3 below. Thus we have our second 
tractable bound. 

We can replace the spherical constraint with a box constraint, which 
gives 

J.L* ::; h(u) := max qu(x). 
IX il9 

(13) 

After adding the semidefinite constraint on u to make the calculation of 
h tractable, we obtain our next bounds 

J.L* ::; minh(u) (14) 
u 

and 
J.L* ::; B2 := min h(u). 

Q+Diag (u):jo 
(15) 

Given Q and C of the function (7), we define the (n + 1) x (n + 1) 
matrix QC by adding a leading row and column, so QC has the elements 

i.e. 

qÖo = 0, qÖi = qfo = -Ci for i > 0, and 

qfj=% for i,j>O, 

(16) 

Further, in order to have functions and fi(U) that are analogous 
to the previous cases, we introduce 
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where u and e are also in Rn+1 . Note that reduces to qu if the first 
component of y is Yo = 1. The equivalent relaxed problem is 

where Amax(A) denotes the maximum eigenvalue of A, say. Thus another 
bound on f..L * is 

f..L* :S BI := minff(u). 
u 

(19) 

Similarly, we get equivalent bounds B8 and homogenized bounds for the 
other models. 

The above argument shows that we can homogenize the problem by 
moving into a higher dimension. Therefore we can assurne the special 
case c = O. We now look at the SDP bound. The relaxation comes from 
the fact that the trace has the commutative property 

xT Qx = Trace xT Qx = Trace QxxT , 

and, for x E F, the matrix Y with elements Yij = XiXj is symmetrie, 
rank one and positive semidefinite, with ones on the diagonal. Therefore 
we can lift the problem into the higher dimensional space of symmetrie 
matriees and relax the rank one constraint. Thus we obtain a relaxation 
that gives the bound 

(MCSDP) 
B 3 := max 

YESn 

S.t. 

TraceQY 

diag (Y) = e and Y 0, 
(20) 

where diag (Y) is the vector formed from the diagonal of Y. This SDP 
is a convex programming problem and is tractable. 

We have presented several different tractable bounds that have simple 
geometrie interpretations. It is not at all clear whieh bounds are better 
or how to compare them. We now do something that may seem mean
ingless; we replace the ±1 constraints with xf = 1, i = 0, ... ,n, which 
does not change the feasible set of the original problem. In [92, 91] it is 
shown, however, that all the above relaxations and bounds for MC come 
from the Lagrangian dual of the following equivalent problem to MCQ: 

max qo(x) = xTQx - 2cT x 
S.t. xf = 1, i = 1, ... ,n. 

(21) 

Thus we enforce our theme about the strength of Lagrangian relaxation. 
The strong duality result for the trust region subproblern is the key to 
the proofs. Note that the Lagrangian dual of PE yields precisely our 
first bound B o on f..L*, given in (9). 
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Theorem 2.1 All the bounds for MCQ discussed above are equal to the 
optimal value of the Lagmngian dual of the equivalent progmm PE. • 

2.2. GENERAL Q2P 
We now move on to applying the Lagrangian relaxation to geneml 

quadratie eonstrained quadratie problems, denoted Q2p. The general 
Q2p problem is also studied in [33, 52, 96, 58, 56, 68, 59], for example. 

Quadratic bounds using a Lagrangian relaxation have reeeived mueh 
attention and been applied in the literat ure, for example in [53] and, 
more reeently, in [54]. The latter ealls the Lagrangian relaxation the 
"best convex bound". Diseussions on Lagrangian relaxation for noneon
vex programs also appear in [31]. More referenees are given throughout 
this paper. 

Remark 2.1 Any equality constmints are written as two inequality con
stmints; any linear equality constmints, Ax = b, are tmnsformed to the 
quadmtic constmint IIAx - bl1 2 = 0. The reason for these tmnsforma
tions for linear equality constmints is discussed in (91). It is that the 
Lagmngian dual essentially ignores linear constmints, as can be seen 
from: -(X) = max>.. minx _x2 + A:r, which is the dual of the problem 
min{ -x2 : x = O}. 

We now reeall from Seetion 1.1 the Q2p in x: 

1/* .,.., .- mm 
xEiRn 

s.t. 

qo(x) := xTQox + 2g5 x + Lto 

qk(X) := XTQkX + 2g[ x + Ltk ::; 0, 

k EI:= {I, ... ,m}, 

where the matrices Qk are symmetrie. The feasible set is 

F := {x E : qdx) ::; 0, Vk EI}. 

(22) 

Note that, though the feasible set F may be empty, the feasible set of 
the relaxation may not be. The objeetive function and the constraints 
need not be convex. Therefore the feasible set ean have "nasty" features 
that eause the problem to be very hard to solve in general, see e.g. [81]. 

Let 

(23) 

and, by abuse of notation, define 

qk(Y) := yTPky, k = 0,1, ... ,mo 
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Then an equivalent formulation of Q2p x is the homogenized problem 

J-l* = mm qo(Y) 
S.t. qk(Y)::; 0, k EI 

Y5 = 1, Y = ( ) E Rn+ 1 . 

We see that the optimal values of Q2p x and Q2p y are equal. Furt her , if 
Yo = -1 is optimal, then we can replace Y by -y, because the objective 
function and all but the last constraint are homogeneous. 

We will refer to both equivalent formulations of Q2p in the sequel. 
The relevant one will be clear from the context. 

Remark 2.2 Note that we could replace the constraint Y5 = 1 by Yo = 1 
as in [33]. In the Yo = 1 case, the feasible sets of the two formula
tions coincide exactly, while in the former case they can differ by a sign. 

Specijically, x E F implies that both ( =! ) and ( ! ) are in F y , 

where F y is the feasible region of the homogenized problem Q2 Py. 

The Lagrangian Relaxation of a General Q2p. The Lagrangian 
relaxation of the homogenized problem Q2p y provides a simple technique 
for obtaining the SDP relaxation. In addition, an application of the 
strong duality result for the trust region subproblem shows that the 
SDP and Lagrangian relaxation are equal. The problem Q2p y has the 
Lagrangian 

L(y, O",.A) := yT poY - 0"(Y5 - 1) + L .AkyT Pky, 
kEI 

and the Lagrangian relaxation of Q2p y is 

Note that 

v* max max min yT poY - 0"(Y5 - 1) + L .AkyT PkY 
>'>0 (J y - kEI 

= max min yT poY + '"' .AkyT PkY, 
>'>0 y.y2=1 

- . 0 kEI 

from strong duality of the trust region subproblem [104J. Therefore, we 
get equivalence of the dual values for the problems DQ2p y and 

(DQ2px) v* = max min qo(x) + '"' .Akqdx) , 
>'>0 x - kEI 
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which is similar to the approaches in [116, 103]. It follows that weak 
duality 

holds. Therefore, if the optimal 0"* and .A * can be found, we have de
rived a single quadratic function whose minimal value approximates the 
original minimal value J-L* of Q2p y, i.e. 

J-L* v* = min yT POy - 0"*(Y5 - 1) + L .AkyT PkY. (24) 
y kEI 

Moreover, in the dual program DQ2p y , the Lagrangian is a quadratic 
function of y. Therefore the outer maximization problem has not only 
nonnegativity constraints but also the hidden semidefinite constraint 

Po - 0" Eoo + L .AkPk 0, .A 0, (2'::» 
kEI 

where Eoo is the zero matrix except for 1 in the top left corner. The 
solution of the minimization subproblem is attained at y = 0. Therefore 
the Lagrangian dual is equivalent to the SDP problem 

v*:= max 0" 
(DSDP) s.t. O"Eoo - LkEI .AkPk ::S Po 

.A 0. 

Valid Inequalities. Using the above approach, we see that more 
constraints qk (y) give a stronger dual. Therefore the addition of re
dundant constraints to get new valid inequalities can strengthen the 
relaxation. We will see how this occurs when we look at orthogonally 
constrained problems below. Another approach is also specified in detail 
in [33] and [52, 51]. 

For problems that also have linear inequality constraints, one can use 
the not ion of copositivity to strengthen the SDP relaxation. However, 
this does not result in a tractable relaxation in general [94]. 

Specific instances of these relaxations (graph partitioning and quad
ratic assignment problems) appear in [121, 112]. We will present a recipe 
for generating a relaxation in Section 3. 

2.3. STRONG DUALITY 
In the case of strong duality (zero duality gap and dual attainment), 

our bounds are exact. As expected, this holds (generically) in the general 
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convex case. Surprisingly, there are several cases of nonconvex quadratic 
programs where it holds as weIl. In this Section 2.3 we amplify on our 
theme that confirms the strength of Lagrangian relaxation, namely that 
a tractable bound implies a Lagrangian relaxation is at work. 

We recall the general quadratically constrained quadratic program 
(22), where for simplicity we have replaced each equality constraint by 
two inequality constraints. We will use equality constraints when abso
lutely required. We let F denote the feasible set. 

We define the Lagrangian 

m 

L(x, A) := qo(x) + L Akqk(X), 
k=l 

and the dual functional 

cp(A) := minL(x, A). 
x 

The Lagrangian is linear in A, and so the dual functional is a concave 
function of A. Thus the calculation of the maximum of this concave 
function is a tractable problem if <p(A) can be evaluated efficiently. For 
each A 2 0, we have the lower bound 

JL* min qo(x) 2 min L(x, A) 
xE:F xE:F 

> min L(x, A) = cp(A). 
x 

Thus we deduce the dual problem 

JL* 2 v* = maxcp(A), 
,X 2:0 

which provides a lower bound for the primal problem. If, in addi
tion, we find a feasible x E F with attainment in the Lagrangian x E 

argminx L(x, 5.) and with complementary slackness L:k 5.kQk(X) = 0, 
then 

JL* > v* 2 L(x, 5.) 
Qo(x) 2 JL*. 

Therefore x is optimal and the duality gap is zero when these sufficiency 
conditions (feasibility, attainment, complementary slackness) hold. Note 
that, since we are dealing with an unconstrained minimum of a quadratic 
Lagrangian, we obtain the interesting statement: the given conditions 
hold only if the Lagrangian is stationary and its Hessian is positive 
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semidefinite. Further, when these two eonditions are ineompatible, we 
lose strong duality, and ean even expeet a duality gap. 

We now present several Q2p problems where the Lagrangian relax
ation is important and wen known. In an these eases, the Lagrangian 
dual provides an important theoretical tool for algorithmie development, 
even if the duality gap may be nonzero. We eontinue to emphasize our 
theme that the Lagrangian relaxation is best. 

Convex Quadratic Programs. We start with the easy ease; 
eonsider the eonvex quadratic program 

(CQP) f.-t*:= mm qo(x) 

s.t. k=l, ... ,m, 

where all the functions qi(X) are eonvex and quadratic. The following 
remarks show that Lagrangian duality ean always solve this problem. 

The dual is 
m 

(DCQP) 1/* := max min 
x 

qo(x) + L Akqk(X). 
k=l 

If 1/* is attained at A = .A * and x = x*, then sufficient eonditions for x* to 
be optimal for CQP are primal feasibility and eomplementary slaekness 

m 

L .A!:qk(X*) = O. 
k=l 

It is also weH known that the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) eonditions 
are sufficient for global optimality, and, under an appropriate eonstraint 
qualifieation, they are also neeessary. Therefore strong duality holds if 
a eonstraint qualifieation is satisfied, and then there is no duality gap 
and the dual is attained. 

Further, if the primal value of CQP is bounded then it is attained 
and there is no duality gap, see [109, 89, 90, 88]. This assertion ean 
be regarded as an extension of the Frank-Wolfe Theorem [68]. Surpris
ingly, however, the dual may not be attained. For example, the eonvex 
program 

0= min{x : x 2 O} (26) 

has the (unattained) dual 

0= max min x + AX2 = max min x + AX2. 
x ),>0 x 

Algorithmie approaehes based on Lagrangian duality appear in [48, 67, 
77], for instanee. 
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Rayleigh Quotients. Suppose that A = AT E sn. It is well known 
that the smallest eigenvalue Al of A is the Rayleigh quotient 

Al = min{xT Ax : xT x = I}. (27) 

Since A is not necessarily positive semidefinite, this form may require the 
minimization of a nonconvex function on a nonconvex set. The Rayleigh 
quotient, however, forms the basis of many very efficient algorithms for 
finding the smallest eigenvalue. It is easy to deduce that there is no 
duality gap for this nonconvex problem, by using the equation 

Al = max min xT Ax - A(XT x-I) = max A. (28) 
>. x 

Specifically, the inner minimization problem in (28) is unconstrained. 
Therefore the outer maximization problem has the hidden semidefinite 
constraint (an ongoing theme in this paper) 

A - A[ 0, 

which requires A to be at most the smallest eigenvalue of A. With A set 
to the smallest eigenvalue, the inner minimization yields either x = 0 or 
the eigenvector corresponding to Al, the corresponding value of the inner 
objective function being Al in both cases. Thus, we have an example of 
a nonconvex problem for which strong duality holds. Note that the prob
lem (27) has a special norm constraint, and a homogeneous quadratic 
objective. Thus, this nonconvex problem can be solved efficiently. Fur
thermore, strong duality holds for the Lagrangian dual, which supports 
our theme. 

Trust Region Subproblems. We are going to see that strong 
duality holds for a larger dass of apparently nonconvex problems. The 
trust region subproblem, TRS, is the minimization of a quadratic func
tion subject to a norm constraint, where no convexity or homogeneity 
of the objective function is assumed. We make a furt her extension, i.e. 
we do not assurne convexity of the constraint, so both the objective and 
constraint functions are allowed to be indefinite quadratics. Some ap
plications of indefinite quadratic forms are given in [22]. This problem 
is important in nonlinear programming, e.g. [75, 74]. Specifically, TRS 
has the form 

(TRS) 
J.L*:= min qo(x) = xTQox - 2cB x 

S.t. xTx - 82 0 (or = 0), 

and the generalized trust region subproblem [104, 73] is 

J.L*:= mm qo(x) = xTQox - 2CB x 

S.t. q1(X) 0 (or = 0), 
(GTRS) 
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where ql is another quadratic function. Further, one can have two sided 
constraints a ql(X) ß, which occur in some trust region algorithms 
as weIl. 

For TRS, assuming that the constraint is written the Lagrangian 
dual is: 

(DTRS) 

An equivalent problem (see [104]) is the (concave) nonlinear semidefinite 
program 

11*:= sup e5 (Qo + ).I) t CO - ).02 
s.t. Qo + ),1 0, ). 0, 

(DTRS) 

where the superscript t denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse. 
It is shown in [104] that there is a zero duality gap for TRS, 1-'* = 1)*. 

(The primal is attained though the dual may not be, as in example (26) 
below.) Thus, as in the eigenvalue cakulation, we have an example of a 
nonconvex program where strong duality holds. Therefore this problem 
can be solved efficiently, polynomial time results being presented in [117]. 

We include a short proof of strong duality for the inequality con
strained case, based on the outline in [62], which applies a convex case 
result after a perturbation. Note that the key to the proof is being able 
to pass between the inequality and equality constraints. 

Proof. 
Without loss of generality, we ass urne that TRS is nonconvex, because 
otherwise we apply the convex results discussed above. Therefore 1-'* is 
attained on the boundary of the feasible set and the smallest eigenvalue 
of Qo, denoted " is negative. Thus TRS has the required property 

1-'* = min xT(Qo-,I)x-2e5x+,xTx 
x T x<ä2 

= miiJ. xT (Qo - ,I)x - 2e6 x + ,xT x (Qo is indefinite) 
xT x=ä2 

min xT(Qo -,I)x - 2c5 x + ,02 
x T x=ä2 

= min xT(Qo -,I)x - 2e5 x + ,02 (Qo -,I is singular) 
x T x<ä2 

= xT(Qo -,I)x - 2e5 x + ).(xT x - 02 ) + ,02 
>'>0 x - (convex case) 

= maxmin xTQox - 2C6 x + (). _,)(xT x - 02 ) 
>'>0 x 

< maxmin xTQox - 2e6 x + (). _,)(xT x - ( 2 ) (r < 0) 
x 

= 11* p*. (29) 

• 
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As mentioned above, extensions of this result to a two-sided, general, 
possibly nonconvex, constraint are discussed in [104, 73]. An algorithm 
based on Lagrangian duality appears in [98] and (implicitly) in [74, 99]. 
Such algorithms are highly efficient for the TRS problem, since they 
solve it almost as quickly as an eigenvalue problem. 

This efficiency when the objective and constraint may be nonconvex is 
surprising. In fact, Martinez [70] shows that the TRS can have at most 
one local and nonglobal optimum, and that the Lagrangian at this point 
has one negative eigenvalue. Therefore, it is even more surprising that 
the Lagrangian dual (relaxation) allows one to find the global minimum 
without ever getting trapped near the local minimum. 

In fact, for GTRS we still have a zero duality gap, though strong du
ality may fail, as shown in (26). The results in [104] provide strong 
duality for G TRS with a two sided constraint a :::; ql (x) :::; ß, the 
constraint qualification being a < ß. In [73], necessary and sufficient 
optimality conditions are presented for GTRS with the constraint quali
fication minqo(x) < maxqo(x). A combination of these results with the 
extension of the Frank-Wolfe theorem [68] gives the following properties. 

Theorem 2.2 Consider GTRS: a zero duality gap always holds and, if 
the optimal value is finite, then it is attained. • 

Two Trust Region Subproblem. The two trust region subprob
lem, TTRS, is the minimization of a (possibly nonconvex) quadratic 
function subject to a norm and a least squares constraint, i.e. two con
vex quadratic constraints. This problem arises in algorithms for general 
nonlinear programs that use a sequential quadratic programming ap
proach, and is often called the CDT problem, because it was introduced 
by Celis, Dennis and Tapia [21]. 

In contrast to the above single TRS, the TTRS can have a non zero 
duality gap [86, 118, 119, 120], which is closely related to quadratic 
theorems of the alternative [25]. In addition, if the constraints are not 
convex, then the primal may not be attained (see [68]). 

As mentioned above, Martinez [70] shows that the TRS can have at 
most one local optimum that is nonglobal, the Lagrangian there having 
one negative eigenvalue. Therefore, if we have such a case and add 
another ball constraint that contains the local, nonglobal, optimum in 
its interior, so that this point becomes the global optimum, then we 
obtain a TTRS that does not have a zero duality gap due to the negative 
eigenvalue. It is uncertain what additional constraints are successful at 
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closing this duality gap. In fact, it is still an open problem whether 
TTRS is an NP-hard or a polynomial time problem. 

General Q2p. The general, possibly nonconvex, Q2p has many 
applications in modeling and approximation theory, see e.g. the applica
tions to SQP methods in [58]. Examples of approximations to Q2p also 
appear in [32]. 

The Lagrangian relaxation of a Q2p is equivalent to the SDP relax
ation, and is sometimes called the Shor relaxation [103]. The Lagrangian 
relaxation can be written as an SDP if one takes into the account the 
hidden semidefinite constraint, the inner quadratic objective function 
being bounded below only if the Hessian is positive semidefinite. The 
SDP relaxation is then the Lagrangian dual of this semidefinite program. 
It can also be obtained direct1y by lifting the problem into matrix spaee 
using the identity xT Qx = Trace xT Qx = Trace QxxT , and relaxing ;rxT 

to a semidefinite matrix X. 
The geometry of the original feasible set of Q2p can be related to 

the feasible set of the SDP relaxation. The connection is through valid 
quadratic inequalities, Le. nonnegative (convex) combinations of the 
quadratic eonstraints; see [33, 52] and our Section 2.2. 

Orthogonally Constrained Programs with Zero Duality Gaps. 
Let Mm,n denote the space of m x n real matrices. We now follow the 
approach in [6, 5, 4] and consider the orthonormal type constraint 

sometimes known as the Stiefel manifold [28], and the trust region type 
constraint 

X EMm,n. 

Applications and algorithms for optimization on orthonormal sets of ma
trices are discussed in [28]. In this section we will show that, for m = n, 
strong duality holds for a certain (noneonvex) quadratic program defined 
over orthonormal matrices. Because of the similarity of the orthonor
mality constraint to the norm constraint x T x = 1, the given results can 
be viewed as a matrix generalization of the strang duality praperty (27) 
for the Rayleigh Quotient problem. 

Let A and B be n x n symmetrie matrices, and eonsider the orthonor
mally eonstrained homogeneous Q2p 

(QQPo) J-l 0 := mm TraeeAXBXT 

s.t. XXT = I. 
(30) 
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This problem can be solved exactly using Lagrange multipliers [43], or 
using the classical Hoffman-Wielandt inequality [14], the solution being 
as follows. 

Proposition 2.1 Let the orthogonal diagonalizations 0/ A and B be 
A = and B = U AUT , respectively, where the eigenvalues 0/ 
and A are in nonincreasing and nondecreasing order, respectively. Then 
the optimal value 0/ QQPo is }.L0 = Trace and the optimal matrix 
X is the product VUT , which is obtained /rom the orthogonal matrices 
0/ the diagonalizations. • 

The Lagrangian dual of QQPo is 

max min TraceAXBXT - Trace S(XXT - I). (31) 
S=ST x 

There can be a nonzero duality gap for this Lagrangian dual, however, 
as shown by example in [121]. The inner minimization of problem (31) 
is an unconstrained quadratic minimization in the elements of X, with 
hidden constraint on the Hessian 

B@A-I@S O. 

On the other hand, the first order stationarity conditions at an optimum 
X, for the original problem QQPo, are equivalent to AXB = SX or, 
by orthogonality, AX BXT = S, which yields not only mutual diagonal
izability of A and X BXT but also the characterization of the optimum. 
One can easily construct examples with a duality gap, caused by a con
Riet between the semidefinite condition and stationarity. In order to 
close the duality gap, we need more constraints on X. 

Note that in QQP ° the constraints X X T = land X T X = I are 
equivalent. Adding the redundant constraints X T X = I, we arrive at 

(QQPoo) }.L0:= min TraceAXBXT 

S.t. XXT = I, XTX = I. (32) 

Using symmetric matriees S and T to re lax the constraints X X T = I 
and X T X = I, respectively, we obtain the dual problem 

(DQQPoo) }.L0 max TraceS+TraceT 

S.t. (I @ S) + (T @ I) ::S (B @ A) 

S = ST, T = TT, 

because, by homogeneity, the inner minimization over X is achieved at 
X=O. 
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Theorem 2.3 Strang duality holds for QQPoo and DQQPoo, z.e. 
J-LD = J-L0 , and both primal and dual are attained. • 

A furt her relaxation of the above orthogonal relaxation is the trust 
region relaxation, studied in [49], 

(QAPT) * J-LQAPT:= mm 

s.t. 

TraceAXBXT 

XXT I. (33) 

The constraints are convex with respect to the Löwner partial order, Le. 
the partial order induced by the co ne of positive semidefinite matrices. 
This problem is visually similar to the TRS problem discussed above, and 
we hope that methods for its solution will be useful. Therefore we would 
like to find a characterization of optimality. The set {X : X X T I} 
is studied separately in [80, 30], and is useful in eigenvalue variational 
principles. 

It is shown in [5] that the following generalization of the Hoffman
Wielandt inequality holds, 

Theorem 2.4 Let V T AV = I: and UT BU = A be the orthogonal di
agonalizations of A and B, respectively, and let their eigenvalues be in 
nonincreasing order, say a1 a2 ... an and Al A2 ... An. 
Then, for any XXT I, we have the inequality 

n n 

Lmin{>..Wn-i+1'O} TraceAXBXT Lmax{AWi'O}. 
i=l i=l 

The upper bound is attained for X = V Diag (c) UT , where Ci = 1 if 
aiAi 0, and ci = ° otherwise. The lower bound is attained for X = 
VDiag(c) JUT , where ci = 1 ifaiAn+1-i ° and ci = ° otherwise. 
Further, J is the permutation matrix (en , en-1, ... , e1), where ei is the 
i-th coordinate vector. • 

For a scalar let := min{O, e}. The lower bound in the above 
Theorem 2.4 establishes I-LQAPT = Since the theorem 
also provides the feasible point of attainment, Le. an upper bound for the 
relaxation problem, the theorem can be proved by showing that the value 
I-LQAPT is also attained by a Lagrangian dual program. However, there 
can be a duality gap if we use the Lagrangian dual of the trust region 
type relaxation with the constraint (33). Note that XXT and X T X have 
the same eigenvalues, which implies X X T I if and only if X T X I. 
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Explieitly, using both sets of eonstraints as in [6], we write QAPT in the 
form 

. (QAPTR) ""QAPT:= min TraeeAXBXT 

s.t. XXTjI, XTXjI. 

Next we apply Lagrangian relaxation to QAPTR, using the symmetrie 
matrices S t ° and T t 0, say, to relax the eonstraints X XT j land 
X T X j I, respectively. This gives the dual problem 

(DQAPTR) ""QAPT ",,8APT:= max -TraceS - TraceT 
s.t. -(I0S)-(T0I)j(B0A) 

S t 0, T t 0. 

The following properties are proved in [5]. 

Theorem 2.5 Strang duality holds for QAPTR and DQAPTR, z.e. 
",,8APT = ""QAPT' and both primal and dual are attained. • 

3. A STRENGTHENED BOUND FOR Me 
From the results in Section 2.1, it appears that we might have the 

strongest possible traetable bound for the max-eut problem MC (or 
its equivalent quadratic model MCQ). Bounds ean be strengthened, 
however, by adding redundant constraints. We now present a strategy 
(recipe) for construeting relaxations. 

Algorithm 3.1 (Recipe for SDP relaxations) 

• add redundant constraints 

• homogenize 

• take Lagrangian dual 

• use hidden semidefinite constraint to obtain SDP equivalent 

• take Lagrangian dual of SDP 

• check Slater's CQ - praject if it fails 

• delete redundant constraints fram final SDP 

We will use the above recipe to strengthen our bound for MC. There
fore we introduee the following notation for linear operators and adjoints. 
For S E sn, the veetor s = svec (S) E is formed (columnwise) from 
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S, ignoring the strictly lower triangular part of S, so t(n) = n(n + 1)/2. 
The inverse operator, which constructs S E sn from s E is S = 
sMat (s). The adjoint of svec is the operator hMat, where hMat (v) is 
like sMat (v), v E except that the off-diagonal elements are halved, 
in order to provide the adjoint equation 

svec (S)T v = TraceShMat (v), VS E sn, v E 

The adjoint of sMat is the operator dsvec (S), which works like svec, 
except that the off diagonal elements are multiplied by 2, in order to 
satisfy 

dsvec (Sf v = Trace S sMat (v), V S E sn, V E n) . 

For notational convenience, we define the vectors 

sdiag (s) := diag (sMat (s)) E Vs E 

and 
vsMat (s) = vec (sMat (s)) E Vs E 

The adjoint of vsMat is then given by 

vsMat*(v) = dsvec ((Mat (v) + Mat (v)T) /2) E 2 
Vv E . 

The following bound is motivated by the strong duality results of 
Section 2.3, and is studied in depth in [6]. We recall that the SDP 
bound (20) for MCQ arises from a lifting procedure that employs 

o X = xxT and xTQx = TraceQX. 

Discarding the rank one condition on X provides the tractable SDP 
bound, but it is not clear what constraints one can add to the PE prob
lem (21), in order to strengthen the Lagrangian relaxation. Linear com
binations of the constraints will not help since they are already included 
in the Lagrangian. Nor is it clear what linear constraints to add to the 
SDP relaxation (20). One can try including the so-called triangle in
equalities, which are standard in branch and bound methods for MC. 
This choice is sometimes very successful in practice [47], but one can
not guarantee an improvement [50]. Instead, we see that the matrices 
X = xxT have the property 

X 2 = xxT xxT = nX 

in the case Xi = ±1, i = 1, ... ,n. Therefore the quadratic matrix model 

J.L*:= max Trace QX 
S.t. diag (X) = e 

X 2 -nX =0, 
(34) 
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where X is a symmetrie matrix, is equivalent to MCQ. A eommon di
agonalization of X and X 2 shows that the only eigenvalues of X are 0 
and n, while (34) shows 'frace X = n. Therefore the rank of X is one 
and X O. 

To illustrate the reeipe (Algorithm 3.1), we add an additional redun
dant eonstraint, X 0 X = E, where E is the matrix of ones, obtaining 
the program 

f.L* = 

(MC2) 

max 
S.t. 

'fraeeQX 
diag (X) = e 
XoX=E 
X 2 - nX = 0 , 

(35) 

whieh is equivalent to (34) and so to MC. To apply Lagrangian relax
ation effieiently, without losing information from the linear eonstraint, 
we replaee diag (X) = e by the norm eonstraint Ildiag (X) - el1 2 = O. 
Then we introduee homogeneity by adding the variable Yo and the eon
straint 1 - Y5 = O. (Beeause of the homogenization, if x and Yo = -1 
are optimal, then we ean just multiply both x and y by -1 without 
changing the optimal value or feasibility.) Thus, beeause X = sMat (x) 
is a symmetrie matrix, we get the equivalent program 

max 
X,Yo 

S.t. 

Yo 'frace (Q sMat (x)) 

sdiag (x)T sdiag (x) - 2yo eT sdiag (x) + n = 0 
sMat (x) 0 sMat (x) = E 
sMat (x)2 - nyo sMat (x) = 0 
1 - Y5 = O. 

(36) 

In fact, letting z = ( ), we see that we have another max-eut prob

lem with the same objeetive funetion as MCQ, additional linear eon
straints sdiag x = e (these nodes must be grouped together), and the 
extra nonlinear eonstraints sMat (x)2 - nyo sMat (x) = O. 

As diseussed in Remark 1.2, the Lagrange multipliers for symmetrie 
matrix valued eonstraint funetions are symmetrie matriees. Therefore 
problem (36) has the Lagrangian dual 

mm max Yo 'frace (Q sMat (x)) 
w,T,S x,Y6=1 

+ w (sdiag (x)Tsdiag (x) - 2yo eTsdiag (x) + n) 
+ 'fraeeT(E - sMat (x) 0 sMat (x)) 

+ 'frace S((sMat (x))2 - nyo sMat (x)), 

where w, T and S are the Lagrange multipliers, the matriees T and S 
being symmetrie. We ean move the eonstraint on Yo into the Lagrangian 
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without increasing the duality gap, which provides the form 

mm max Yo Trace (Q sMat (x)) 
W,T,S,t X,Yo 

+ w (sdiag (x)Tsdiag (x) - 2yo eT sdiag (x) + n) 
+ TraceT(E - sMat (x) 0 sMat (x)) 

+ Trace S( (sMat (x))2 - nyo sMat (x)) + t(l - y5). 

The inner maximization of the above relaxation is an unconstrained 
pure quadratic maximization, so the optimal value is infinity unless the 
Hessian is negative semidefinite (hidden constraint), in which case 
x = 0 and Yo = 0 are optimal. Therefore we need to evaluate the 
Hessian of the Lagrangian to find the first SDP in the recipe. 

U sing Trace ( Q sMat (x)) = xT dsvec ( Q), and adding a 2 for conve
nience, we find that the constant part (no Lagrange multipliers) of the 
Hessian is 

2Hc := 2 (ld 0 (Q) 2" svec 
(Q)T) 

o . 
We now specify and manipulate some of the other linear operators that 
appear in the Lagrangian, which facilitates the derivation of the Hessian 
and the adjoints. 

The matrix sdiag* sdiag E st(n), where sdiag* is the adjoint of sdiag, 
is diagonal and has the elements 

er (sdiag* sdiag) ej = sdiag (ei)Tsdiag (ej) 

{ I if i = j = t(k) 
o otherwise. 

(37) 

Moreover, if T = 2.::ij tijEij, where the matrices Eij E sn are the ele

mentary matrices eieJ + ejer, then linearity gives 

dsvec (T 0 sMat) = L tij dsvec (Eij 0 sMat) . (38) 
ij 

Also we have 

dsvec Diag diag sMat = sdiag* sdiag = Diag svec (In), (39) 

where the first two terms can be equated to a matrix because they are 
linear operators from ta and where In is the n X n unit matrix. 
Using these relations, we rewrite the quadratic farms in the Lagrangian 
as 

sdiag (x)T sdiag (x) 
Yo eT sdiag (x) 

xT (dsvec Diag diag sMat ) x, 
Yo (dsvecIn)T x, 

( 40) 
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TraceT(sMat (x) 0 sMat (x)) = xT {dsvec (T 0 sMat (x))) 
= xT (dsvec (T 0 sMat)) x, 

Trace S(sMat (x))2 = Trace sMat (x) S sMat (x) 

(41) 

= xTdsvec (SsMat (X)) (42) 
= xT (dsvec S sMat) x. 

Because SsMat (x) may not be symmetric in (42), we let dsvec (B) de
note dsvec + if Bis any unsymmetric n x n matrix. It is easy 
to find the Hessian of a quadratic form written as xT . x. Therefore, we 
can now write down the negative of the nonconstant part of the Hessian 
of the inner maximization of v2. Splitting it into four linear operators 
with the factor 2, we find the formula 

2tl(w, T, S, t) .- 2tll(W) + 2tl2(T) + 2tl3(S) + 2tl4(t) 

( 0 (dsvec In)T ) 
.- 2w (dsvec In) -sdiag* sdiag 

+2(0 0 ) o dsvec (T 0 sMat ) 

+2 ( 0 (S)T ) + 2t (1 0) 
(S) -dsvec S sMat 0 0 . 

After cancelling the 2, it follows that our calculation is the semidefinite 
program 

V2 = min nw + Trace ET + Trace OS + t 
w,T,S,t 

s.t. tl(w, T, S, t) t He. 
(MCDSDP2) 

By taking T to be sufficiently positive definite and t to be sufficiently 
large, we can guarantee Slater's constraint qualification. Therefore there 
is no duality gap between this SDP and its dual, which is the following 
strengthened SDP relaxation of MC 

(MCPSDP2) 

,,* -V2 - max 
YtO 

s.t. 

TraceHeY 

tli(Y) = n, 
tl3(Y) = 0, 

tl2(Y) = E, 

tl4(Y) = 1, 

where the superscripts * denote adjoint operators as usual. 
To find the explicit form of the SDP relaxation, we now derive the 

adjoint operators explicitly. We partition Y as 

Y = (43) 
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From (41) and 

er (dsvee (T 0 sMat)) ej = (dsvee (T) 0 ej)T ei, 1:S; i,j :s; t(n), 

we deduee 
Ni (Y) = sMat diag (Y). 

Therefore, NHY) = E and N.i(Y) = 1 are equivalent to 

diag (Y) = e. (44) 

Also, Ni (Y) is twiee the sum of the elements in the first row of Y whose 
positions correspond to the diagonal elements of sMat (.) minus the sum 
of the elements in these positions in the diagonal of Y, so the notation 
( 43) provides 

Nr (Y) = 2 (svee Inf:r - Trace Diag (svee In)Y. 

It follows from equation (44) that the eonstraint Ni(Y) = n requires 

Xt(i) = YO,t(i) = 1, Vi = 1, ... ,n. (45) 

Finally, we find N; (Y). Recall that the definition of N3 is made 
up of four blocks, with the bottom right bloek defined by minus the 
quadratie form (42). Thus this bloek can be seen in two ways: either as 
a quadratie form or as its t( n) x t( n) symmetrie matrix representation 
-dsvec S sMat. We regard dsvee . sMat as the linear operator that 
maps any n x n symmetrie matrix S to the t(n) x t(n) symmetrie matrix 
dsvee S sMat. Further , we wri te vsMat * vee instead of dsvee (= sMat * ), 
in order to avoid applying dsvee to unsymmetrie matriees, as mentioned 
after (42). Therefore the definition of N3 (S) gives 

n dsvee (Sf x - (vsMat* vee S sMat , Y) 
nTraeeSsMat (x) - (S,sMat YvsMat* vec) 

(S, n sMat (x) - sMat YvsMat* vee), 

whieh provides the adjoint 

N;(Y) = n sMat (x) - sMat YvsMat* vec. (46) 

We now have another linear operator that maps symmetrie matriees into 
symmetrie matriees. Specifieally, sMat ·vsMat" vee maps any t(n) x t(n) 
symmetrie matrix Y to sMat YvsMat * vee , whieh is eonstrued as an n x n 
symmetrie matrix by invoking the quadratie form 

vT sMat YvsMat * vec v = ( vvT , sMat YvsMat * vec 
= Trace {sMat Y dsvee (vv )}. 
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Indeed, the k, l element of this quadratic form, which becomes the k, l 
element of sMat YvsMat* vec, has the value 

er sMat YvsMat * vec el = Trace {sMat Y dsvec (ek er + el en } . 
The explicit form of tl3(Y) is given in the sums of MCPSDP3 below, 
and also we have removed many of the redundant constraints. We see 
that the space of the variables of the new problem has increased to 
st(n)+l, from sn in (20), and that there are now 2t(n) - 1 constraints. 
They come from (44), (45), and the upper triangular part of (46). The 
latter constraints can be related to the original condition sMat (x) = 
*sMat (x) sMat (x). As in the original SDP relaxation MCSDP (20), we 
still require the matrix of variables to have ones on the diagonal, but we 
now have additional constraints on the first row of Y. Specifically, the 
new problem has the form 

(MCPSDP3) 

max 
YEs t (n)+l 

S.t. 

TraceHcY 

diag (Y) = e 
YO,t(i) = 1, Vi = 1, ... ,n 

YO,t(j-l)+i = * { l't(i-l)+k,t(j-l)+k 

+ 2::1=i+l Yf(k-l)+i,t(j-l)+k 

+ Yf(k-l)+i,t(k-l)+j} , 

Remark 3.1 Since the first row of Y has some off-diagonal elements 
equal to 1, and since all the diagonal elements are 1, the Slater constraint 
qualification fails for this problem, i. e. we cannot have a positive definite 
feasible matrix. Therefore we can project this problem onto a face of the 
semidefinite cone, and then project into a sm aller dimensional space to 
get a new further simplified problem. The final program has constraints 
that are linearly independent and that satisfy Slater's condition. Details 
are given in [3]. 

The constraint tl3 (Y) = 0 is the key to proving the following useful 
result. It is remarkable because the nonlinear constraint that sMat (x) 
be positive semidefinite (and in fact feasible for MCSDP) was discarded 
in MC2. A proof is included to illustrate the usefulness of using adjoints. 

Lemma 3.1 Suppose that Y is feasible in MCPSDP3. Then its first 
row satisfies 

sMat (Yo,l:t(n)) 0, 

and so is feasible in the original SDP relaxation MCSDP (20). 
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Proof. Let Y be feasible for MCPSDP3, and write 

Y=(! 
The fact that Y is a principal submatrix of Y implies Y O. We have 
previously established that 

1i3(Y) = nsMat (x) - sMat YvsMat* vec, 

where vsMat*vec is essentially sMat* except that it acts on possibly non
symmetrie matriees. Therefore the constraint 1i'3 (Y) = 0 is equivalent 
to 

1 -
sMat (x) = - sMat YvsMat* vec. 

n 
Thus sMat (x) is a congruence of the positive semidefinite matrix Y. 
The result follows. • 

The term X 2 - nX, from the added nonlinear constraint X 2 - nX = 0 
in the original max-cut problem (34) or (35), has the following interesting 
and useful properties in the SDP relaxation. 

Lemma 3.2 Suppose that both X and X are feasible for MCSDP. Then 

Trace (X 2 - nX) (X 2 - nX) 2:: o. (47) 

Suppose, in addition, that 

(X 2 - nX) =I 0 and (X 2 - nX) =I 0 

hold, and that both X and X are in F, a face of P, with "t E relint F. 
Then 

Trace (X 2 - nX) (X 2 - nX) > o. (48) 

Proof. See [3]. • 
The above two lemmas can be used to show the strength of this new 

bound. Indeed, unless there is no gap between MCSDP and MC, the re
laxation MCPSDP3 always provides astriet improvement over MCSDP. 
The proof is given in [3]. 

Theorem 3.1 The optimal values satisfy 

1/2 :s 1/* and 1/2 = 1/* => 1/2 = /1*. (49) 

• 
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Thus we see that this new bound is always strictly better than the 
previous one. Numerical results on small problems are presented in [3J. 
They consistently provide a significant improvement over the already 
strong original SDP bound. 

4. CONCLUSION 
We have looked at several problems where strong relaxations exist. 

In each case we have shown that our theme holds; one cannot do better 
than the Lagrangian relaxation. In particular, this has led us to a recipe 
for finding strong relaxations for hard, discrete optimization problems 
and a strengthened relaxation for the max-cut problem. 
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